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ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF ELEMENTARY SOLUTIONS
OF PERIODIC GENERALIZED DIFFUSION EQUATIONS

}AE-PIL QH* AND MATSUYO TOMISAKI

1. Introduction

Let «3= (d (d fds) -dk) fdm be a periodic generalized diffusion operator
on the real line R, that is, s, m and k are real valued functions on R
satisfying the following conditions a) -d), and ds, dm and dk stand for
the measures induced by s, m and k, respectively. a) s is continuous
and increasing. b) m is non-trivial, right continuous and nondecreasing.
c) i) k is right continuous and nondecreasing, or ii) k is right conti
nuous, dk is absolutely continuous with respect to dm and the Radon
Nikodym density is bounded. d) There is a positive p such that s(x+ 1)
-s(y+1) =p(s(x) -s(y», m(x+1) -m(y+1) =p-I (m (x) -m(y», k(x
+1)-k(y+1)=p-I(k(x)-k(y», for every x,yER.

Let p(t, x, y) be an elementary solution of the equation
(1.1) ou(t, x)fot=«3u(t, x), t>O,

on R in the sense of McKean [6]. In this paper we study the asymp
totic behavior of pet, x, y) for large t.

The spectrum of «3 has been studied in [lJ, [4J, [8J. By using their
results, we can see easily that

(1.2) Hm t1l2exp(Aot)p(t, x, y) =a(x, y, Ao), x, yER,
'_00

where Ao is the principal eigenvalue of «3, a (x, y, Ao) is a posItIve cons
tant depending on x, y and Ao. The point of our result is the following
global asymptotic estimate.

(1.3) limsup t I/2exp(Aot) sup p-(x+,)/2p(t,X,y)<00.
t_oo x.yER

As will be seen in Lemma 2.1 below.
sup p-(x+,)/2a (x, y, Ao)<oo.

x,yER
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Hence we can get the following uniform estimate for Ttf(x) =

fRP(t, x, y)f(y)dm(y),

(1. 4) !~ ~::E p-oXI2/t1l2exP(Aot) Ttf(x)

- fRlX(x, y, J.o)f(y)dm(y) 1=0,

for every f satisfying

(1. 5) fBPYI2If(y) Idm(y)<oo.

We will also discuss the same problem for the restriction ([Jr of ([J to
the half line R+==[o, 00) with a sticky elastic boundary condition at
O. Here r stands for some quantity determining the boundary condition,
and ((Jr and pr (t, x, y) are a periodic generalized diffusion op~rator

and an elemetary solution of (1.1) on R+, respectively, depending
on r (see § 2 for details). In this case, pr(t, x, y) behaves in a little
different way from (1. 2). Namely,· . .

(1. 6) Hm tOrexp(Alt) pr(t, x, y) = f3T(x, y, Ar), x, yER+.
t~=

. where Ar is the principal eigenvalue of ((Jr and f3T (x, y, Ar), which is
positive for x, y>O, is a constant depending on x, y, Ar and r. Further,
or=0[1/2 or 3/2J if Ar belongs to the point [resp. continuousJ spectrum
of ([Jr according to r. We will also obtain the following global asymp
totic estimates.

(1. 7) Hm sup tOr e~rt sup {p-c.z+y) 12/ (1+x) (1+y)} p~(t, x, y) <00,
t_oo .:t,yER+

(1. 8) lim sup P1-+oX/2/tOr ~rt T/f(x) -f (3T(x, y, Ar)
t~= "ER+ X co' 00)

f(y)dm(y) \=0,

where Tlf(x) = f pr(t, x, y)f(y)dm(y) and f satisfies
co' 00)

(1. 9) fco,oo) (1+y)pY / 2If(y) Idm(y)<oo.

In the case of that m (x) is regularly varyiI\{{, the asymptotic behavior
of elementary solutions of generalized diffusion equations has been studied
in [7J. Our periodic operator ((J is reduced to the one in {7] if and
only if k(x)==O and p=l, and moreover a sticky boundary condition is
set at 0 provided it is dealed with on R+. Then our results coincide
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with those in

(1. la)

(1. 11)

[7J. Namely,

lim t l/2p(t, x, y) = (s(l) /4nm(1))1/2,
t_ex>

lim t 1l2pr (t, x, y) = (s (1) /1rm (1)) 112.
t_oo

x, yER,

x, yER~,

for a sticky boundary condition r. In this case we can also derive
from (1. 6) that, if we set the absorbinl:; boundary condition at 0,
then

(1. 12) lim t 3/2pr(t, x, y) = (m (1)/41rs(1))1/2s (x)s(y), x, yER~.
t_oo

(1. 11) and (1. 12) show an evident difference in the asymptotic behavior
of pT (t, x, y) as t-too between boundary conditions r, which is well
known in the case of Brownian motion.

In § 2 we will describe precise definitions and state our main results.
In § 3 we will give some remarks on the asymptotic behavior of elemen
tary solutions of, not necessarily periodic, generalized diffusion equa
tions. § 4 is devoted to the proof of our results. In § 5 we will find
some examples. Especially we will discuss one of them in detail,
because it can't be reduced to a Hill's operator and it presents an inte
resting phenomenon.

The authors would like to thank Professor Y. Ogura for his valuable
comments.

2. Main results

We use the same notations as in [8J. We repeat the definitions for
completeness. Let s, m and k be real valued functions on the real line
R satisfying the conditions a) -d) mentioned at beginning of § 1. We
may assume s(O) =m(O) =k(O) =0 without loss of generality. D((!J) is
the class of functions uEL2(R, m) having the following two properties.
a) There exists the derivative u+(x)==lim {u(x+h) -u(x)} / {s(x+h)

hjO

-s(x)} , of bounded variation on compact intervals of R. b) There is
an hu E L2 (R, m) such that

(2.1) S:: hu (x) dm (x) = u+(b) - u+(a) - S::u (x) dk(x) , a, bER.

where the integral is read as
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f
b+ f f I(x)d~(x) for a~b,

l(x)dHx) = (a·b]

a+ l-s I(x)d~(x) for a>b,
(b. a]

for any Stieltjes measure d~(x). The map (fJ: u(ED(({J» [- h", is
called a periodic generalized diffusion operator on R. Indeed, (fJ has the
property that (fJ(u(·+l»(x) = ((fJu) (x+l), xER for every u such that
both u and u(· +1) belong to D(fJ) (cf. [lJ).

In order to define the elementary solution p (t, x, y) of the equation
(1.1), we need some arguments similar to those in [2J, [6J, [10J.
We summalize them without proof. Let ({Ji(X, y), xER. ).EC. i=1,2
be the solutions of the integral equations

({Jl (x, ).) =1+s:: (s(x) -s(y) )({Jl (y, ).) (-)'dm (y) +dk(y»,
(2.2)

<P2(X,;() =s(x) +s:: (s(x) -S (y»({J2 (y, il) (-Adm(y) +dk(y».

Note that the Wronskian of ({Jl(X, y) and ({J2(X, il) is equal to 1:
(2. 3) ({Jl (x, ).) ({J2+ (x, ).) -({Jl+ (x, ).) ({J2 (x, ).) = l.

For ).EC\R, there exist the limits li().), i=1,2:
(2. 4) 11 CA) = - Iim ({Jl (x, il) I ({J2 (x, A) = - lim ({Jl+ (x, ;() I ({J2+ (x, ).),

x-+~ x_+~

12 (A) = - Hm <PI (x, A) I ({J2 (x, A) = - Iim ({Jl+ (x, il) I ({J2+ (x, .:i).
x __oo x-.-oo

We set
III ().) =1/ (f2().) -/1 ().»,
/12 (A) = In ().) = 12 (.:i) I (fz CA) -11 ().) ),
122 ().) = 110)12 (,.() I (12 (,.() - /1 (,.() ) .

Define the functions (Jij(U), i,j=1,2 on R by

(Jij (U2) -(Jij (Ul) =-!-limf"'2 Im lij (u+ v' -Iv) du, Ul<U2,
17: "10 "'1

and denote the induced Stieltjes measures on R by (J(Jij. The matrix
valued measure [d(JijJioj=t.2 is nonne~ative definite and it is called the
spectral measure of (fJ. .

Now we define the elementary solution p (t, x, y) of the periodic
generalized diffusion equation (1. 1) on R by - .

pet, x, y) = iJi.J R e-At({Ji(X, ).)<pj(y, ).)d(Jij().), t>O, x, yER. .

As was seen in [8; Theorems 1 and 2J, the spectrum of ([J is bounded
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(2.5)

(2.7)

(2.8)

(2.9)

Asymptotic behavior of elementary solutions of periodic generalized diffusion equations

from below, consists only of the continuous spectrum and coincides with
the set S, where S is given by

s= {AER:D(J.) ~O},
D (A) = Lt2 (J.) -4p, L1 (A) =<P1 (1, A) +P<P2+ (1, A).

We set

(2. 6) Aa = inf S ( >- 00) .

Then we can see that

Lt (Aa) = 2 ""0 Lt' (Aa) <0,
<PI + (1, Aa) ~O, <pz (1, Aa) >0,

(see Theorem 1, Lemma 3. 3 and Proof of Theorem 3 in [8J). Let

ao=2pl /4( -n-Lt' (Aa» 1/2, all =<P2 (1, Aa) / aa,
a12=a21= {Pl/2-<Pl (1, Aa)} / aa, a22= - P<P1+ (1, Ao) / ao,
a (x, y, Aa) =.?:: aij<Pi(x, Ao)<pj(y, Aa).

',J~1.2

First we note

LEMMA 2. 1. a (x, y, Ao) is positive for every x, yE R. Further,
sup p- CX+Y)/2a (X, y, Aa) <00.

I,yER

The proof of this lemma as well as all the others in this section is
postponed untill § 4. Now we have the following

THEOREM 1. The formulas (1. 2) and (1. 3) are valid for Aa and
a (x, y, Aa) defined by (2.6) and (2.9), respectively. Further (1. 4) holds
for every f satisfying (1. 5).

We next consider the restriction of rtJ to the half line R+ = [0, 00) with
the sticky elastic boundary condition at 0. Let r be the collection of

triples (rI' r2, r3) such that n=rz=r3-1=0 Or r1:::::0, r2=1, r3:::::0.
For each r= (rI' r2' r3) Er we define the measure mT(dx) =r10(0) (dx)
+XCO,oo) (x)dm(x). D(<<JT) is the set of all functions uEL2(R+, mT)

having the following properties. a) The derivative u+ (x) exists and is
of bounded variation on compact intervals of R+. b) There is an huE

L2 (RH m T) such that (2. 1) holds for every a, bER+ and the following
boundary condition (2. la) is satisfied.

(2. 10) r1hu (0) =r2U+ (0) -r3U (0).
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([Jr is the map u( E D «([Jr» 1----"" hu. The boundary condition (2. 10) is
nothing more than the reflecting [absorbingJ one in the case of that
rl=r2-1=73=0 [resp. 71=72=73-1=OJ.

Following the arguments as in [2J, [6J, [10J, we also define
pr(t, x, y). For each 7= (71, 72, r3) Er we define the functions
p{(x, y), xER+, AEC, i=I,2:

(2 11) PIT (x, 'A.) = 72({Jl (x, A) - (nA-rs) ({J2 (x, A),
. ep2T(x, A) = {(rlA-r3) ({Jl (x, A) +72({J2(X, A)} / {I 71A-7s 12+72} .

Then there exist the limits
hr (A) = Hm P2r(x, A) / eplT(x, A) = loo ep2T+(x, 'A.) / Plr+(x, .:t)

x_oo x_oo

for AE CR. Define the function qT on R by

qr(u2)-qr(ul)=lIOO f
U

2 Imhr(u+ ~-lv) du, Ul<U2.
7C ~jO JUl

We denote by aqr. the induced StieItjes measure on R, which is the
spectral measure of ([Jr.

The elementary solution pr (t, x, y) of the periodic generalized diffusion
equation (1. 1) with boundary condition (2.10) is defined by

pr(t, x, y) =fR e-Uplr(X, A) ep2r(y, A) dqT (A), t>O, x, yER+.

Let us recall AO defined by (2. 6) . We put
(2.12) &o(s) =SAo+ (vp -({Jl (1, Ao» I ({J2(1, Ao), S20.

Given 7= (71,72,73) Er we can consider the following four cases.
Case I: 7120, r2=1, 0::;;r3<&0(rl)'
Case II : 7120,72=1, rs=&o(71)'
Case IH: r120, 72=1, r3>&O(71).
Case IV: 71=72=73-1=0.
It follows from Theorem 6 with the proof in [8J that there is a unique
solution ])r of the equation 7I-,1,+rdl CA) -73=0, A<AO' only in Case I,
where fl is given by (2. 4). This vr belongs to the point spectrum of
([Jr. Noting [8; Corollary to Theorem 6J we get

( )
1 ( • • I' 1 f#) {])r in Case I,2, 13 Ar prmClpa elgenva ue 0 .,,7 = 1 h .

AO ot erWlse.
Now we put

(2.14) lOin Case I,
07 = 1/2 in Case I1,

3/2 in Cases III and IV,
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in Case I,

in Case ll,
in Case Ill,
in Case IV,

(2.15)

(2.16)
Then we get

LEMMA 2.2. f3T(X, y, AT) is positive for x, y~O [x, y>O] in Cases 1,11
and III [resp. Case IV]. Moreover

sup p- Cx+Y) 12fJT (x, y, AT) <00, in Case I and 11,
I,Y?:O

sup p-Cx+Y) /2 fJT(x,y,AT)/(1+x) (l+y) <00, in Case III and IV.
.x,:\'::::-:o

Our second result is

THEOREM 2. The asymptotic formulas (1. 6), (1. 7) and (1. 8) hold
for AT, OT and fJT (x, y, AT) defined by (2. 13), (2. 14) and (2. 16),
respectively, where f in (1. 8) is any function satisfying (1. 9).

Finally we state about (1. 10), (1. 11) and (1. 12) more precisely.

COROLLARY. Assume that k(x)-O and p=1. Then (1. 2), (1. 3) and

(1.4) hold with Ao=O and a(x,y, Ao)==(s(l)/4nm(1»lIz. (1.6), (1.7)
and (1. 8) hold with AT=O and

OT= {1/2 if r3=0,
3/2 if n>O,

f3T( AT)={(s(l)/nm(l»l/Z, ifr3=0,
x, y, (m(1)/4ns(1»1/Z(rz/n+ s (x» (r2/n+ S (y»,

if r3>0.

3. Elementary solutions of generalized diffusion equations

In this section we give some remarks on the asymptotic behaviors of
elementary solutions of, not necessarily periodic, generalized diffusion
equations.

Let s, m and k be real valued functions on an interval I with the end
points l1 and l2' - 00 s;,ll<0<l2s;, 00. We assume that s, m and k satisfy
the first three conditions a) -c) mentioned at be~inning of § 1, and
s(O)=m(O)=k(O). In the case of that lim Cls(x)I+lm(x)I+lk(x)l)

x-li,XEl
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<00, we set a sticky elastic boundary condition at ii as in (2. 10),
i=1,2. Then the generalized diffusion operator ([J= (d(djds) -dk) jd~

on I and the elementary solution P(t, x, y) of the generalized diffusion
equation (1. 1) on I are defined in the same way as in § 2 (for· details
see [2J, [6J, [9J and [1OJ). In general, p(t,x,y) is expressed in terms
of solutions (h(x, A), xEI, AEe, i=1,2 of the integral equations (2.2),
and a nonnegative definite matrix valued measure [~ij (dA) ] i' j=l' 2.
Namely,

(3.1) pet, x, y) = i.~.2IR e-Atq>i(X, A)qJj(y, A)~ij(dA), t>O, x, yE!.

In particular, if limX_I,.XEI(ls(x) 1+ Im(x) 1+ lk(x) /)<00 for i=l or 2,
then (3.1) is reduced to the following expression.

(3.2) pet, x, y) = fR e-Atcft(x, ).)cft(y, A)~(dA), t>O, x, yEI,

where cft(x, A), xEI, AEC is a linear combination of qJi(X, A), i=l, 2,
and ~.(dA) is a Radon measure. ~-SUPP(61) U SUPP(~22) =Supp(~) is
the spectrum of f!J and it is bounded from below.

Now we notice the following estimates. Put U(x, A) = IAllm(x) I
+ I fX+ dlkj (y) I, where dlkl (y) is the measure induced by the total

Jo+
variation of k, Then

(3.3) IqJi(X, A) I ::;; (1+ Isex) l)exp(1 sex) IU(x, ).)),
(3.4) IqJ/(x, A) I ::;; (1+U(x,).) )exp(ls(x) IU(x, ~)),

(3.5) /qJi(X, A) -qJi(X,,u) I .
::;; jA-,uls(x)m(x) (1+ Is(x) I)exp {Js.(x) I (U(x,).)
. +U(x, ,u))},

for xEI, A, /-lEC, i=l, 2. (3.3) follows from (2.2) and Gronwall
Bellnian inequality. (2. 2) also implies that

qJ/(x, A) =i-l+ (2-i) (-Am (x) +k(x))

+5
z
+ (y+ qJ/(z, )')ds(z) (-Adm(y) +dk(y)),

0+ Jo+

qJi(X, A) -qJi(X, /1.) = (,u-A)f
x

+ (y+ qJi(Z, ,u)dm (z)ds(y)
0+ Jo+

+ fZ+ fY+ (qJi(Z, A) -qJi(Z,,u)) (-Adm (z) +dkCz) )ds(y).J0+ J0+

Applying Gronwall-Bellman inequality again, we get (3. 4), and (3. 5)
by (3.3).
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Next we observe the asymptotic behavior of p (t, x, y) as t-HXJ. We
denote by A* the principal eigenvalue of tf3, that is,

A* = min L;.

PROPOSITION 3. 1. 1) It holds that
(3.6) lim e<*lp(t,x,y)= L; q:>;(.x,A*)q:>j(y,A*)~ij({.:l*}), x,yEI.

t_oo i.i=::1,2

2) If there exist an a>O and A ij ER, i,j=l. 2 such that
(3. 7) lim C-"~ij ([A*, A* +c)) = A ij,

e ~ 0

then
(3.8) lim tae<*lp(t,x,y)=T(a+l) L; Aijq:>i(X,A*)q:>j(y,A*), x,yE!.

t_00 i,1=l,2

Proof. 1) (3. 6) is obvious. 2) Assume (3. 7). Then there is an
co>O such that Aij-l::;;c-a~ij([A*, A*+c)) ::;;Aij+l. O<c<co, i,j=
1, 2. Fix an cE (0, co) and x, yEI arbitrarily. We decompose each term
in the expression (3. 1) as follows.

(3.9) t e-uq:>j(y, A)~ij(dA)

=q:>;(x, A*)q:>j(y, A*) f e-<I~ij(dA)
D*, ,*+el

+f e-<I {q:>i(X, A) -q:>i(X, A*)} q:>j(y, A)~;j(dA)
D*, <*+C)

+q:>i(X, A*) Sc<*d*+c) e-<I {q:>j(Y, A) -q:>j(y, A*)} ~ij(dA)

+f e-<Iq:>i(X, A)q:>j(y, A)~ij(dA)
[<* +c' =)

- JCijl (t) +Jcij2 (t) + JCij3 (t) +Jcij4 (t).

Note that ~ij ( {.:l*} ) = 0, i, j = 1, 2. Integrating by parts, we see

f e-)'I~ij(dA)
[<*, ).*+c)

=e-('*+c)l~ij ([A*, A* +c)) +e-).*ef:te-).~;j([A*, A*+ A/t)) dl

Since Ita~ij([il*,il*+il/t))I::;;(IAijl+l)ila, O<il<et, t>O, we get by
Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem

(3. 10) lim t"e).*1 f e-<I~ij (dA)
t_= D*, <* +c)
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=fOO e:-1lim ta~ij(Cil*, il*+il/t»dil=AijfCOe-1iladil
o t_oo 0

=AijF(a+l).
Therefore we obtain

(3.11) Hm Fe1*tJeij1 (t) =F (a+ 1) AijPi (x, A*)Pj (y, A*).
t_oo . '

In view of (3. 3) and (3. 5), there are some positive constants Cl and
C2, independent of t and e, so that

IJeij2 (t) +Jeij3 (t) I ~cle n (f e-).(t-C2)~kk(dil»)1/2.
k=i,i [).*,l*+e)

In the _same way as in (3.10), we get

lim tae1*tf e-).(t-c2)~kk(dil)<oo, k=I,2.
t_oo [).*,l*+e)

Consequently,
(3.12) lim Iim tae1*t IJeij2 (t) +Jeij3 (t) 1=0.

e! 0 t_oo

We next choose a C3E (0, 1) such that c3(il*+e) ~e/2. Since il*+e~il

implies c3il~il-il*-e/2, we then find by (3.3) that
e(l* +e /2)t IJeij4 (t) I

~ n (f e-(1-1*-e/2)tpk(X, il)2~kk(dil»)1/2
k=i,i [1* +e' 00)

~ JL (f [l*+e,oo) e-Cs1tq>k(X, il)2~kk(dil)rn
.

Noting that

we get
(3.13) lim e(1*+e/2)t[Jeij4 (t) 1=0.

t_oo

Combining (3. 13) with (3. 9), (3. 11) and (3. 12), we have (3. 8).

REMARK 3.2. When pet, x, y) is expressed as (3.2), the assertion of
Propopsition 3. 1 is rewritten as follows.

(3.14) . lim e1*tp(t, x, y) -:-cp(x, il*)cp(y, A*)H {il*}), x, yE!.
t_oo

If it holds that
(3.15) lim e-aHCil*, A*+e» =A,

.! 0

for some AER and a>O, then
(3.16) Hm tae1*tp(t, x, y) =F(a+1) Ao/(x, A*)if;(y, il*), x, yE!.

t_oo
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We turn to a global asymptotic estimate of p (t, x, y). In the following
f;(d).. ; x, y) stands for ~i.j=1.2 (j)i(X, ).)(j)j(y, ).)f;ij(dy), or cjJ(x, )..)cjJ(y,).)
f;(d)") in the case of (3.2).

PROPOSITION 3. 3. Assume that there exist a positive real valued function
g on I and a Radon measure ~o whose support includes ~ such that

(3.17) t/-At~o(d)")<OO, for some t>O,

(3.18) ~(E ; x, x) sg(x)2~0(E), for xEI and Borel sets Eel.
Then

(3.19) lim sup (p(t,x,y)/g(x)g(y»/Ko(t)<oo, e>O,
I_co I.yEI

where

(3.20) K'(t) = fu*.A*+O) e-At~o(d)').

Proof. First we note that
lim eO*+olHK (t) = 00 '" '" '0'_00 '. ,"1, "2/ .

Indeed, for O<o<min {el' ed.
K,.(t) 2e-O*+,i)t~o([)..*,).*+0» >0,

and hence
e(A*+Ol)tK (t) >e<ol-,ntc ([).. ). +o»~oo as t~oo.

o. - ,,0 *' *
On the other hand, by the same argument as for (3. 13),

lim eO *+0/ 2H f e-Atf;o(d)') =0.
'_00 [,1*+0.00)

Therefore

~~~ ~~r (p(t, x, x) / g(x) 2) / K.(t) S ~~T- Sr, e-Atf;o(d)') / Ko(t) =l.

Since pet, x, y) S {pet, x, x)p(t, y, y)} 1/2 (see [7 ; (3. 13)J), we have
(3.19).

4. Proof of Theorems

By the same argument as the standard one for Hill's equations, the
equation

r2-L1()..)r+p=0

has two distinct solutions ri ().), i = 1, 2 with 0< ITl ().) I< IT2 CA) I for
).EC\S (cf. [4; § 2J). We note that the functions Ti().) are both
analytic in C\S. For ).ES, we put Ti(A) =limv1o T,().+.y' -Iv),
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i=I,2 conventionally. Then we can show two identities in [4; (2.10)J,
that is,.

(j)l (x+n) = {(rln+1-r2n +1) I (rl-r2) -P(j)2+(1) (rln-r2n) /

(rl-r2)} (j)l (x) + {P(j)l+ (1) (rln-r2n) / (rl -r2)} (j)2 (x).
(4.1) (j)2(x+n) = {(j)2(1) (rIn-r2n) / (rl-r2)} (j)1 (x)

+ {P(j)2+ (1) (rln~r2n) / (rl-r2) -p(rln-I-rlrl) I
(rl-r2)} (j)2 (x).

where xER, nEZ, (j)i(' )=(j)i(-, A), (j)/(' )=(j)/(', A), ri=ri (A) ,
AEC, i=l, 2. Further (rIn-r2n) / (rl-r2) is understood to be nrln-1 in
case of rl=r2(=+ v'p).

Now we will give

Proof of Lemma 2. 1. We set
rlJ(x) =(j)2(1, AO)1I2(j)I(X, Ao) + (-1)« -P(j)1+(1, Ao»1/2(j)2(X, Aa),
xER,

where e=O [=lJ if (j)l (1, Ao) s: v'p [resp. (j)l (1, Ao) >v' pJ. Note that
(j)l+ (1, Ao) s:0 by (2. 7). It follows from (2. 3) and (2. 7) that

(4. 2) ( v' P -(j)1 (1, AO) ) 2= - P({Jl+ (1, Ao) (j)2 (1, Ao) .

Hence a (x, y, Ao) defined by (2. 9) is written as
a (x, y, Aa) =rlJ (x)rlJ (y) lao, x, yER.

Since Ao is the principal eige~value of (J and rlJ satisfies the generalized
diffusion equation fJrlJ(x) =-AorlJ(X), xER, we find by virtue of [3J
that rlJ(x»O, xER, whence a(x, y, AO»O, x,y ER. .

OR the other hand, by means of (4. 1) and (4.2),

rlJ(x+n) =pnI2rlJ(x),xER, nEZ.

Therefore by the continuity of rlJ(x),

sup p-z/2rlJ (x) =sup p-zl2rlJ (x) <00.
ZER OS;zS;l

From this we obtain the second assertion of the lemma.

As was noted in § 2, the spectrum of fJ is continuous and coincides
with S. Further, the spectral measures dt1ij, i, j=l, 2 are absolutely
continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure in S ([8; Theorem
2J). Denote the densities by Pij.Let S be the interior of S. Each Pij
is continuous in Sand· satisfies
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Pn (A) >0, P22(A) >0, AES,
Pn(A)P22(A) 2P12(A) P21 (A) 20, AES,

(cf. [8; (2. 17)J). Also, note that

(4.4) Le-U1pij(A)ldA<OO, t>O, i,j=1,2.

Now P(t, x, y) is rewritten as

pet, x, y) = i.j~'2fS e-),tq;i(X, A) q;j (y, A) Pij (A)dA.

As was seen in [8; Theorem 3J,

(4.5) lim Pij(A) (A-Ao)-Oii=Cij, i, j=l, 2,
• jl.o

where Cij and Oij are given by
Cn =an/ V7I:, On = -1/2;
Cij=aij/ V7I:, ojj=-1/2, if i+jE {3,4} and q;l+(l,Ao)<O;

Cij = (vp/ao vi) Jl+ q;3-i(X, AO) q;3-j (x, Ao)dm(x) , oij=1/2,
0+

if i+ jE {3,4} and q;l+(1, Ao) =0.

Proof of Theorem 1. First we note that, if q;l+(1, Ao) =0, then
q;l (1, Ao) = vp by (2. 3). Hence by the definition (2. 8) of aij'

aij=O, if i+j E {3,4} and q;l+(1, Ao) =0.

This coupled with (4.5) leads us to

lim C:- 1/2J Pij(A)dA=2aij/ V7I:, i, j=l, 2.
'10 [.10' .lo+e) nS

Therefore (1. 2) follows from Proposition 3. 1.
By means of (4.1) and [8; (2. 17)J,

L: q;i(x+n, A)q;j(y+n, A) Pij (A)
i.;=l,2

=pn . ~ q;i(X, A) q;j(y, A)Pij (A) , x, yER, nEZ, AES.
t,J=J,2

By virture of (3. 3) we have two constants Cl and Cz such that
sup Iq;j (x, A) I :S;;cleC2 )" A2Ao, i=1,2.

Os,xs:l

Since (4. 3) yields that 1:: i,j=J,21 Pij (A) I :s;; ( VPn (A) + VP22(A)) 2:S;;

2 (Pn (A) +PZ2 (A) ), there are positive constants C3 and C4 such that
sup P-x L: q;i(X,A)q;j(X,A)Pij(}.)
ZER ;,j=1,2

= sup P-x L: q;i(X, J.) q;j (x, }.) Pij (A)
O,;x,;J i,j=J,2
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:S:CgeC
4
l (Pll 0) +P220)) , AES.

Putting ~o (E) =C3J eC
4
l (Pu 0) +P22 (A) ) dA for Borel sets E, we get

EnS

by (4.4)

Le-lt~o(dA):S:C3 i~2f S e-ltI2pu(A)dA<oo, tZ2C4_

Therefore the assumption of Proposition 3. 3 is satisfied for this ~o and
g (x) =:::.pz /2. Further by (4.5)

Hm tl/2elotf e-J.t~o(dy)<oo, e>O.
t_= [.to'lo+.)

This with (3. 19) gives us (1. 3) . (1. 4) follows from (1. 3) and Le
besgues's dominated convergence theorem.

We turn to the evaluations of pT(t, x, y). As was seen in [8;
Theorems 4 and 7J, the spectrum ~T of ((JT consists of the continuous
spectrum ~cT and the point spectrum ~/. ~cT coincides with S. ~/ is
a countable set of R and bounded from below. We note the following.

LEMMA 4.1. For each 7= (7b 72, 73) Er, there exist positive constants
Ci, i=1,2 such that

(4.6) sup p-zI2 (1+x)-llsOIT(X, A) I
3:2:0

:S:CI {IsbiT(l, A) 1+ IsOIT+ (1, A) I} eC2J., AES,
(4. 7) sup p-z12 1sOlT (x, A) I :S:Cd IsOlT (1, A) I+ lsOlT+ (1, A) IJ eC2J.,

x;;, 0

AE~/.

Proof. Fix a triplet 7=(71,72, 73) Er arbitrarily. sOIT(X, A), AEC
satisfies the integral equation

sOIT(X, A) =sOI T(l, A) -sOlT+ (1, A) (s(l) -s(x))

+ f:: (s(y) -S(X)sOIT(y, A) (-Mm(y) +dk(y)), xER+.

Therefore by Gronwall-Bellman inequality, there are some positive
constants Ci, i = 1, 2 satisfying

(4.8) sup IsOIT(X,A)I:S:cdlsOIT(l, A)I+lsOIT+(l, A)I}e"2 Ill , AEC.
O;>;;x;>;;l

On the other hand, since 9'i (x+ 1, A) =9'i (1, A) 9'1 (x, A) +P9'/ (1, A)
<fJ2(X, ;/), i=l, 2, we find that

(4.9) sOIT(X+ 1, A) =sOIT(l, A) 9'1 (x, A) +p(hT+(l, A) 9'2 (x, A), xER, AEC.
If AES, then Irl(A) 1= Ir2(A) I=.vp and hence by (4.1)
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11'IT(x+n, A) I
S 11'IT(1, A) IlqJl (x+n-1, A) 1+ P11'IT+ (1, A) IlqJ2(x+n-1, A) I
S np7112[ I1'IT(1, A) I {(p-112 + IqJ2 + (1, A) J) IqJl (x, A) I+ IqJl + (1, A) I

IqJ2 (x, A) I} + I1'IT+(1, A) I {I qJ2 (1, A) 11 qJl (x, A) I
+ (pI/2+ p IqJ2+(1, A) I) 1qJ2 (x, A) I} J,

for :rER+ and nEN. Since S is bounded from below, in view of (3.3)
and (3.4) we have two positive constants C3 and C4 such that

(4.10) sup p-XI2x - 1I1'IT(X, A)lsC3U1'l T(1, A)!+I1'lT+(1' A)I}ec4 '1,
x~l

AES.
Next let AE 1:; /- Then, by virtue of [8 ; Lemma 5. 1J, AE R and it
holds that

(71A-73)1'IT(1, A) +P1'/+(1, A) =1' l T(l, A) -rl (A) =0, if 72=1,
cP1T(1, A)=PcP1T+(1,A)-r1(A) =0, if 72=0.

This with (4.9) implies that
(4.11) cP/ (x+n, A) =r1 (A) 7l1' l T(x, A), xER+, nEZ+, AE 1:;/,

where Z ~ =Zn [0, =). Since 0< Irl CA) 1< vp for AE 1:;/, we get
(4.12) sup p-xI2 IcP1T (X,A)lssup p- XI2 IcP1T(X, A) I, AE1:;/.

x~O O$X$!

(4.8), (4.10)~and~(4.12) give us (4.6) and (4.7).

REMARK 4.2. By (4.1) we also have
qJr (x+ n, Aa) = p7112qJ1 (x, Aa) +np(71-11 12 {(qJ1 (1, Aa) - vp) qJ1 (x, Aa)

+PqJr+ (1, Aa) qJ2 (x, Aa)} ,
~)2 Cr+n, Aa) = pn 12qJ2 (x, Aa) +np (n-I) 12 {qJ2 (1, Aa) qJ1 (x, Aa)

- (qJr (1, Aa)·- Vp)qJ2(X, Aa)},

for x E R, nE Z. Hence,
(4.13) cPrT(x+n, Aa) =pn I21'l T(X, Aa) + npCn-lll2ljfT(x). xER+, nEZ+,

where ljfr (x) is given by
ljfT (x) = {n (qJ1 (1, Aa) - -Ip) - (nAa- 73) qJ2 (1, Aa)} qJ1 (x, Ao)

+ {72PqJ1+(1, Aa) + (n Aa-r3) (qJ1(1, Aa) - vp)} qJ2(X, Aa).

In particular, if 73=/(0(71), then ljfT(X)==O by (4.2). Hence,
1'IT (x+n, Aa) =pn/21'l T(x, Aa), xER+, nEZ+,

(4. 14) sup p-Xl2cP1T (x, Ao) =sup p-X121'l T (x, Ao) <=, in Case H.
x~o O~x~l

Now we will show Lemma 2. 2.

Proof of Lemma 2. 2. AT is the principal eigenvalue of ((}T and
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,pIT (x, AT) satisfies the generalized diffusion epuation {(j.T,plT(., AT» (x) =

-AT,plT(X, AT), xEB+ and ,pIT (0, AT) =72. Then, with the aid of [3J,
we get that ,plT(X, AT»O for x~O [x>OJ if 72=1 [resp. 72=0];
Therefore f3T (x, y, AT) >0 for x, y~0 [x, y>OJ in Cases I, Il and III
[resp. Case IVJ.

Since AT belongs to "'£./ in Case I and it coincides with Ao (ES) in
the other cases, the second assertion of the lemma follows from Lemma
4. 1 and Remark 4. 2.

The spectral measure dqT is absolutely continuous with respect to the
Lebesgue measure in S. Denote by pT and qT ( {A}) the density function
and the mass of spectral measure at .il.E L;/, respectively. Then by
virtue of [8; (2. 22) J

. pT(.il.) >0, .il.ES.
Now we have the following .expression.

pT (t, x, y) = Ss e-J.t,plT(x, .il.) ,pIT (y, .il.) pT (.il.) d.il.

+ "'£., e-J.tcf;IT(X, .il.)cf;IT(y, .il.)qT( {A}).
~EI:,

We should notice that

(4. 15) J e-).t {cf;IT(l, .il.) 2+cf;IT+(1, .il.) 2} dqT (A)
1:'

=Ss e-J.t {cf;IT(1, .il.)2+cf;IT+(1, .il.) 2} pT (.il.) d.il.

+ "'£., e-J.t {cf;IT (1, .il.) 2+cf;IT+(1, A)2} qT ( {A})<00, t>O.
~E1:, .

We will observe the mass qT ( {.il.}) of spectral measure at .il. E "'£./

LEMMA 4. 3. Let.il. E "'£./ '* rp. Then

(4.16) qT( {.il.}) =(71+ (Ir2(.il.) II-vDo.» 1:cf;IT(X, .il.)2dm(x)fl
, (f cf;~T(X, .il.)2dmT(x»)-I. .

. R+ '

Proof. Fix vE L;/ arbitrarily. ,First we assume 7~= t Then it
follows from [8; (2.20) and (2. 21)J that qt({v}) is the residue of
the ftinction (71.il.-n+fl(.il.»)-1 at .il.=v.By'[8; '(5.4)J this is identical
with

(71+r/ (v» -1(71+ (1r2(V), I/ -ID(v» S::cf;IT(X, v)2dm (x) fl.
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Suppose next that 72=0. Then by [8; Lemma 5.1], q:>2(1, v) =0 and
r1(v)=p\D2+(l,v)=Fr2(v)=q:>1(l,V). Further, [8; (2.20) and (2.21)J
implies that (JT ( {v}) is the residue of the function - f1 (A) at A=v.
Therefore [8 ; (3. 1) and (4.5) J leads us to

- CrI (v) -q:>l (1, v) ) Iq:>/ (1, v)

= (r2 (v) -rI (v)) Ir2 (v) S:>2(X, v)2dm (x).

Since ri(v) = Ld(v) + (-1);+' vD(v)} 12, i=l, 2 with e=O or 1 according

to L/(v»2vpor L/(v)<2vp, we get first equality in (4.16).

Incidentally, by the definition of dmT and the property of m (x), and
by (4.11)

By means of p=rl (v)r2(v),
= =
L: rl (v) 2np-n = L: (rI (v) Ir2(v))n
r.=Q 11=0

=r2(v) I (r2(v) -rl(v)) = I r2(V) I1 vD(v).

Thus we arrive at the second epuality in (4. 16).
vVe are ready to prove Theorem 2.

Proof of Theorem 2. In Case I, AT belongs to L:/ and, by (2.15)
and Lemma 4. 3, (JT ( {AT} ) = {3oT. (3. 14) asserts that (1. 6) holds with
OT=O. In Cases Il, III and IV, it follows from [8; Theorem 5J that

(4.17) lim e-orJ pT (A)dJ..={3*T/OT,
'! 0 UO' '<0+') ns

where

{3*T = {(3oTI Vii, in Case n,
2{3oTI vn, in Cases III and IV.

Thus (3.15) is satisfied with a=oT and A={3*TloT. Since Ao is the
principal eigenvalue of {(jT in these cases, (1. 6) follows from (3. 16).

In order to show (1. 7), we put g(x)=px/2(1+x), xER+, and

~o (E) = CI2tnL:. {I 1'1T0, A) I+ I1'1T+(1, A) IFe2C2,1d(JT (A),

for Borel sets E. By virtue of (4. 15),
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f ne-,ueo (dA)

=C12f e-ACt- 2C2) {I <PIT (1, A) I+ I<pl+ (1, A) I} 2dqT (A)
I:'

:s; C12J e-At / 2{I <PIT (1, A) I+ I<PIT+(1, A) t} 2daT(A) <00,
I:'

for t:::::4C2. This with (4.6) and (4.7) tells us that all the conditions

of Proposition 3.3 are fulfilled. Further, for Ke(t) f e-Ateo(dA) ,J [A" A,+e)
lim eAotKe(t) =eo({AT}) <00, in Case I;
t_oo

by means of (4.17) or [8 ; Theorem 5],
Hm t8'eAotK e(t)<00, in Cases H, HI and IV.
t_oo

Thus (1. 7) is derived from (3. 19). (1. 8) follows from (1. 7) and
Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem.

Proof of Corollary. First we note that, under the condition k(x)-O,
p =1= 1 if and only if Ao>O. This is proved by the same method as in
[1 ; Lemma 2.3J, or by using [5 ; Theorem 3 in Appendix I].

Now we assume that k(x)==O and p=l. Therefore Ao=O and
<PI (x, 0)==1, <P2(X, 0) =s(x), xER.

Further, <p2+(1,0)=1 by LI(O) =2, and hence <Pt (1, 0)=0 by (2.3).
Also, by means of [8; (3. 1) and (3.2) J,

LI' (0) = - <P2 (1,0) (1+ <P12(X, O)dm (x) = -s(l)m (1).Jo+
Accordingly,

all= (s(l) /411:m(1) )1/2, aI2=a21=a22=0,
a (x, y, Aa) =all<Pl (x, 0) <PI (y, 0) =all'

In view of Theorem 1, we get (1. 2), (1.3) and (1.4) with ,10=0 and
the above a (x, y, Aa) .

Since Ko(e)==O for e;;::::O, Case I does not occur and Case H [Cases
III and IV] is reduced to the case n=O [resp. 73>0]. If 73=0 (i. e.
Case H), then oT=1/2 and

W(x, y, AT) =2all<Pl (x, O)<Pl(y, 0) = (s(l) /11:m(l))1/2.

If 73>0 (i. e. Cases IH and IV), then oT=3/2 and
f3T(X, y, AT) = (l/411:a1l732) <PIT (x, O)<PIT(y, 0)

= (m (1) /411:s(1» 1/2(72/73+S(X») (72/n+S(y».
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Therefore the assertion of the corollary follows from Theorem 2.

5. Examples

EXAMPLE 1. First we consider a second order differential operator with
constant coefficients. Let

(tJ=d2/dx2-b d/dx-k,
where band k are real numbers. Then

p=eb, ds(x) =ebxdx, dm (x) =e-bxdx, dk(x) =ke-bxdx,
As was observed in [8; Example 1J,

S= [Ao, 00), Ao=b2/4+k.
By using the results there, we see that

a (x, y, Ao) = (1/2 -I1C)ebCx+y)/2.

In this case we can get the precise formura of pet, x, y):

pet, x, y) = i,j~,J:: e-;.t<pi(X, A) <pj(y, A) Pij(A)dA

= f' e-UebCx+y) /2(2x VA-Ao) -ICOS( VA- Ao(X- y) )dA
.{o

= (1/2 vxt)exp {-Aot- (X-y)2/4t+b(x+ y) /2},

t>O, x, yER.

We thus find that (1. 2) and (1. 3) are valid.
Let r= (rh r2' r3) Er. L:/ is not empty if and only if r2=1 and

0::;;: r3</CO(r) , where /Co (rI) =rIAO+b/2. Then L:/ consists only of the
single point vT, which is given by

VT=Ao- (/Co (rI) -r3)2(rI (/Co (rI) -r3) + 1/2 -1

+ {rI (KO (rI) -rs) + 1/4} 1/2) .

Further we see the following:
Case I : 71:2::0, r2=1 and 0::;;:r3<Ko(r1)'

{3T (x, y, AT)
=2 (Ao-vT) 1/2 {l +2rI (Ao-vT) I/2} -Iexp[ {- (Ao-VT)l12+b/2}

(x+y)J,
Case Il: rI:2::0, r2=1 and r3=Ko(rI) :2::0.

f3T(X, y, AT) = (1/ -I"ii)ebCx+Y)/2.

Case III : r1:2::0, r2=1 and rs>/CO(r1), r3:2::0.

/3T(x,y, AT) = {(r3-/Co(rI))x+1} {(r3-/Co(rI))y+1} ebCx+y)/2.
2 VX(r3- KO (rI) ) 2
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Case IV: rl=r2=rs-1=0.·
f3T(X, y, AT) = (1/2 v'i) xyeb(x+y ) 12.

EXAMPLE 2. We next consider a periodic difference operator. Let sex)
be a function satisfying the conditions a) and d) at beginning of § 1,
that is, sex) is continuous a:nd increasing on R, and satisfies s(x+1)
-s(y+l) =p(s(x) -s(y)), x, yER for some p>O. We may assume
that s(O) =0 and s(l) =1 without loss of generality. Let

m (x) =2: miX[j,i+l) (x), k(x) =km(x), xER.
ieZ

where for each iEZ, mi=ml(l-p-')/(I-p-l) jf p:;t:l, =mIi if p=1 ; k
is a real number; XE (x)=1 if xEE, =0 ifx$:E. Then the operator
((Ju(x) = (du+ (x) -u(x) dk(x) ) 1dm (x) is reduced to the periodic difference
operator

(Ju(i) = {u+ (i) -u- (i)} 1 {m (i) -m(i-I)} -ku(i) , iEZ.
u±(i) = {u(i+l) -u(i)} 1 {s(i±l) -sU)},

This operator with k=O was also observed in [8; Example 2]. In the
same way as there, we can get the following. Set ft=pml'

S= [Ao, AI], Ao= (-vp-l)21 ft+k, AI= (-vp+ 1)21 ft+ k,
a (x+i, y+Ao)
= (pi+j-1/2/41Cft)1/2 {(-vp -1)s(x)+I} {(v'p -1)s(y) +I},

O~x, y<l, i,jEZ.
Let r= (rh r2, r3) Er. 2:/ consists of at most two points. The principal
eigenvalue belongs to '£/' i. e. AT=vT, if and only if n=1 and O~rs

<KO (rl) , where Ko(n)=nAo+ v'p-1. Then,
VT=.:1o- (Ko (rl) -r3) 2[(n- ft12) (Ko (rl) -r3- v'p ) +n v'p

+((ftI2) 2 (KO.(rl) -r3- v'p)2+ r1pI/2ft (Ko(n) -rs) )1/2J-l.

In the following each cases, O~x, y<1 and i,jEZ+.
Case I: nzO, r2=1 and O~rs<KO(rl)'

f3T(x+i, y+j, AT)

=rl (VT)i+j(n +n (VT) {(Ao-vT+4 v'p1ft)} -112fl
X {(rl (VT) -1)s(x)) + I} {(rl (VT) -1)s(y) + I},

where rl (VT) =1-rl})T+r3'
Case II: rlZ0, r2=1 and r3=Ko(n) ZO.

f3T(x+i, y+j, AT) =pi+j-l/211Cft)l/2 {( -lip -1)s(.1:) +I}
X {(-lip -1)s(y)+I}.
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Case Ill: 71::::::0,72=1 and 73>11:0(71),73::::::0.
(3r (x+i, y+ j, ilr)
= (pi+ j-31 2p / 4rc) 1/2 (73 -11:0 (71))-2

X ( {i(73-lI:o(71») ( .,lp-I) + Vp(73-lI:o(71) + .,lp-I)} sex)

+i(73-lI:o(71» + vp) X (U(73-II:O(71» (vp -1)

+ Vp(73- KO(r1) + vp -l)}s(y)+j(r3-KO(r1» + VI}

Case IV: r1=r2=r3-1=0.
f3T (x+i, y+ j, ilr) = (pi+ j-3I2p / 4rc) 1/2 ( {i ( vp -1) + vp} s (x) +i)

X ( U ( vp -1) + vp} s (y) +j) .

EXAMPLE 3. Finally we will consider an operator with discontinuous
coefficients which can not be transformed to a Hill's one. Let b (x+n)

=b(05;x<p), = -b(p5;x<l), nEZ with O<p<l, b-=l=-O, and
(IJ=d2/ dx2-b (x) d/dx-k,

where k is a real number. In this case, p=exp {b (2p -I)} and

ds(x) =exP{S:b(y)dyjdx, dm(x)=exp{-J:b(y)dyjdx,

dk(x) =kdm(x).
Let 0 (il) be the square root of the discriminant of the equation

~2-b~+il-k=0.

Set q=l-P, o±(il) = (b+o(il»/2 and ilo=b2/4+k. Now the solutions
<Pi (x, il), xER, ilEC, i=l, 2 of (2.2) are given as follows. For il-=l=-ilo

and nEZ.
il {ainexp {o+ (il) x} +binexp {(L (il) x}, 05; x<p,

<Pi(x+n, )= cinexp{-o+(il) (x-p)} +dinexp{-IL(il) (x-p)},
p5;x<l,

where
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where

C (A) =eOW/2+e-JW/2± -,

(5.2) D±(A)=exp {oO) (P~q)/2} ±exp{-oO)(P-q)/2} ;.
and for A=Ao.

(5.3) LlOO) ="';p (2-b2pq).
First we note that the set S is expressed as

(5.4) S= U[Un_1(2), ttn(l)].
n=1

Here the sequence {ttnW} i=l. 2, nEN has the following· properties.
(5. 5) - 00<fJ-o'2)<tt1Cl) ~ fJ-1 (2)<.. '<fJ-n Cl) ~fJ-1J (2)<... i ,
(5.6) .Ll(fJ-nCi) = (-1)"2 ";p, n~O, i=1,2,.
(5.7) AO -b2/4~Ao=fJ-o(2)<).,0,

.(5.8) AO<fJ-1m<Ao + Jr2<fJ-1(2)<).,0 +4Jr2,

(5.9) fJ-1Cl) ~Ao according to 4-b2pq~0,

(5.10) AO + (n-1)2Jr2<ttn (l) :S;:;).O +n2Jr2:S;:;fJ-n(2)<Ao+ (n+ 1)2Jr2, n~2,

(5. 11) fJ-n Cl) = fJ-n (2):- ).,0 +n2Jr2 if and only if p is rational with the
irreducible expression p=s/t, t being a divisor of n,

(5.12) fJ-n W =Ao +n2Jr2+ ( -1) i ";21 b I (l..:cos 2npJr)1/2+0(1/n),
as n~oo, i=1,2.

Indeed, it is known that S has the expression (5. 4) with (5. 5) and
(5.6) ) cf. [8; Theorem 1J). By the change of variables A. AO +';2,
~>O, we have by (5; 1), .

(5. 13)L/(A°~~2) =2";p cosh~-(..;pb2/2~2){cosh';-cosh(p-q)';},
L/(AO +~2) =2..;pcos~- (..;pb2/2~2){cos ~-cos(P-q)f}.
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(5. 3) and (5. 13) give us (5. 7) - (5. 11). To see (5. 12), notice that

IL1 (AD +n2J1:2) - ( -1) "2 ";p !-HXl. Further, 1]"(;)=-1 ftn W -- AD '1/2 solves

by (5.13)
(5. 14) 2 ";pcos 1]n CD +(";pb212 (1],.<D) 2) {cos 1]n (i) -cos (p -q) 1]nW}

= (-I)n2";p. (n-1)11:<1]"CD::;;:n11:::;;:1]"C2)«n+l)11:, n~2.

Hence it follows that
(5. 15) ~nCi)=-1]" Ci) -- n11:~O as n~ 00.

Substituting (5. 15) into (5. 14), we have
( -1) n(l-cos~" Ci» =b2{cosnJr-cos (p -q) n11:+o(I)} 14(1]n (0)2

= ( -1) nb2(1--cos 2npJ1:) 14n2J1:2+ o(n-2).
This implies

~nw = (-l)i Ib I (I-cos 2np11:)1/2j ";2n11:+o(n- 1).
Repeating the above argument, we obtain

(5.16) ~nCi)= (-l)ilb I (I-cos 2np11:)l/21 ..; 2 nJr+o(n-2).
(5. 12) now follows from (5. 15) and (5. 16).

Let 7= (71,72,73) Er. Then by virtue of [8 ; Theorem 6J, L:/ is
a countable infinite set if one of the following conditions (i) - (iii) is
satisfied. (i) p::l=1/2. (ii) P=1/2, b>0'71=0, 72=1 and 73>0. (iii)
p=1/2, b<O, 71>0, 72=1 and 73~0. L:/ is a finite set if p=1/2,
b>O, 71>0, 72=1 and 73E [0, 71Ao) U (7Ift1(I), 00). L:/ is empty
otherwise. In particular, L: / n ( - 00, Ao) = {))T} if and only if 72= 1
and 0::;;:73<KO(71)' Here Ko(71)=71AO+(";p-lPI(l,Ao»/gl2(1,Ao) and
))T is the solution of the equation (71 (A) -gll (1, A» Igl2(1, A) = -nA
+73' A<Ao.

Now we have for A::I= AD .
gll (1, A) = ( ";p121P (A» {-4(A-k) C+ CA) +b2D+ (A) -bO (A) D_ (A)} ,
gll+ Cl, A) = ((A- k) I ..; p 02(A» {bC+ (A) -0 (A) C_ (A) -bD+ (A)},

gl2(1, A) = ( ";p I02(A» {bC+ (A) +o(A) C_ (A) -bD+ CA)} ,
where C± (A) and D±(A) are given by (5.2). Thus we can get
a (x, y, Ao) and f3T (x, y, AT) by using (4. 11) , (4. 13) and (4. 14).
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